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Abstract
This project proposes a system for the detection of position and orientation of a mobile object
in a limited three dimensional space.
The designed system is based on the intersection of three circular hyperboloids. The resulting
system of equations is solved for the parameters of the three hyperboloids and their values are
obtained from the phase difference between the signal received from the mobile object at each
of two adequately positioned antennae for each hyperboloid. These values are then used to
calculate the intersection points of the system, one of which can be determined to be the
desired position.
Three emitters are used on the mobile object to emit the necessary signals sequentially,
allowing for the calculation of the three points necessary to fully determine the position and
orientation of the object.
iii

Resum
Aquest treball proposa un sistema per la deteccio´ de posicio´ i orientacio´ d’un objecte mo`bil en
un espai tridimensional limitat.
El sistema dissenyat es basa en la interseccio´ de tres hiperboloides circulars. El sistema
d’equacions resultant es resolt per els para`metres dels tres hiperboloides. El seus valors
s’obtenen a partir de la difere`ncia de fase entre el senyal rebut de l’objecte mo`bil a cadas-
cuna de dues antenes adequadament posicionades per a cada hiperboloide. A partir dels valors
obtinguts es calculen els punts d’interseccio´ del sistema, un dels quals es pot determinar que
e´s la posicio´ desitjada.
S’utilitzen tres emissors en l’objecte mo`bil per emetre els senyals necessaris de manera
sequ¨encial, permetent calcular els tres punts necessaris per determinar completament la posicio´
i orientacio´ de l’objecte.
v

Part I.
Report
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1. Introduction
1.1. Objectives
The objective of this project is the creation a system capable of detecting the position of a
mobile object inside a relatively small three dimensional space, limiting it to approximately
the size of a room, and sending it to an ordinary computer.
To further limit the possible solutions to the problem, a secondary objective of ensuring
the mobile part of the system remains as simple, small and has as low power consumption as
possible was also considered.
1.2. Assumptions
Several assumptions have been made for the design of this system:
• There is a single object to be tracked.
• An emitter can be attached to the object or is included in it.
• The emitter is capable of emitting the necessary radio signals.
• The object will only move within a limited cuboid shaped space.
• A receiver can be placed anywhere in that space or outside of it.
• Noise on the radio signals can be filtered adequately and can be ignored.
• The computer has suitable software running to receive the position data.
1.3. Overview
The proposed system can be divided in two parts: an emitter and a receiver.
Emitter It will be attached to the mobile object to be tracked and emit a signal at a certain
chosen frequency from each of three antenna sequentially.
Receiver It will be immobile, situated on a corner of the considered space, and will receive
the signals, calculate the position and orientation of the mobile object from them, and
transmit the data to a computer.
The system will define the position of an object in three dimensional space in position,
inclination, and rotation, but it’s possible to simplify it if less data is required. While the
receiver will be unchanged, the emitter will require a single antenna if only position is needed
or two if position and one other variable are needed.
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1. Introduction
If power consumption and interference are not a concern it will also be possible to extremely
simplify the emitter when only position is necessary by having a single antenna emitting the
signal continuously, making a microcontroller to time the signals unnecessary and allowing the
frequency of position calculations to only be limited by the receiver’s calculation time.
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2. Choice of system
2.1. Movement versus position based
Several alternatives exist to determine the position of an object. The first division among
them is between systems which measure movement and calculate position from it, and systems
which calculate the position directly.
Movement based systems are most useful when it’s the object itself that requires the position.
In this case it would be necessary to transmit the data, be it raw from the sensors or already
processed, to the computer which requires it.
Combined with the possibility of having to deal with accumulated error, the need for constant
monitoring, and the overall high complexity of the system attached to the mobile object,
this alternative was deemed unsuitable for the objectives of this project, and thus a directly
positional system was chosen.
2.2. Measured variable
The second consideration is the variable to measure from which the position can be calculated.
Sound and light based systems, being very sensitive to obstacles were discarded and a system
based on radio waves was chosen.
From radio waves several magnitudes could be measured: emitter to receiver delay, differ-
ence in delay between receivers, amplitude, difference in amplitude between receivers, phase,
difference in phase between receivers and difference in phase between emitters.
Measuring a delay with some level of accuracy on a signal travelling at nearly the speed of
light for short distances is beyond the ability of easily available clocks, especially in the case
of the delay between relatively close receivers. The emitter to receiver delay has the added
problem of requiring a complex emitter to handle communications so the time at which the
signal is emitted can be transmitted. For these reasons using delays was discarded.
Amplitude can be noticeably affected by external factors, such as interference or humidity,
and thus was also deemed unsuitable.
The direct measurement of phase does not provide significant information, but the difference
in phase between two receivers or emitters does, as can be seen in the old naval and aerial
positioning systems Gee, Decca Navigator System and LORAN. As each phase difference de-
termines a set of possible positions in the shape of an hyperbola in two dimensions, this type
of position detection is called Hyperbolic Navigation.
Since the measurement of phase difference between several emitters would require placing
the emitters at specific distances, possibly too large to fit in the mobile object depending on
the chosen frequency, the measurement of phase difference between receivers was chosen for
the system as it allows for free placement of the emitter antennae on the mobile object..
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2.3. Choice of frequency
As will be explained in more detail, frequency determines the resolution of the system, as all
distances in it can be expressed as proportional to the wavelength of the emitted signal. As
such one of the most important choices when building a system based on these principles will
be the frequency of the emitted signal.
The distance between receptors will be proportional to the wavelength, as meaningful phase
differences can only be unambiguously measured up to a distance of at most one wavelength.
This is also subject to the limitations of the used phase comparators which may only be able
to measure an absolute phase difference in either direction, thus only allowing for up to half a
wavelength of difference.
Higher frequencies will allow for smaller systems without theoretical loss of precision, al-
though this will be limited by the ability to physically construct the system and the use of
sufficiently precise math, as small errors in the parameters of the hyperboloids translate into
bigger differences in their intersection points at longer distances.
Lower frequencies will offer better penetration of obstacles, but as the system is designed
for reduced spaces, size concerns will impose a limit.
It will also be necessary to consider interferences from other radio signals, such as those
from cellphones or Wi-Fi devices. Since theoretically the system only operates at one exact
frequency it will be possible to use extremely narrow filters, severely reducing this problem.
As the the system is able to scale with the frequency, a specific frequency has not been
chosen yet, and instead all measurements will be presented proportional to the wavelength. A
possible frequency will later be proposed based on the obtained simulation data.
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The system is composed of two arrays of antennae, one emitter array attached to the mobile
object to be tracked, and a receiver array at a fixed location which will receive the signals,
perform the required calculations, and transmit data to a computer.
3.1. Receiver array
The receiver array will require three pairs of antennae with a narrow band-pass filter for each
antenna and a phase comparator for each pair. Depending on the chosen phase comparator,
three A/D converters could be needed in addition. The output will be read by a microcontroller,
which will perform the required calculations and send the result to the computer. An adequate
power source will also be necessary.
As a given antenna and its corresponding band pass filter can be part of more than one pair,
the number of required antennae can be reduced, and thus systems are possible with 3 to 6
receiver antennae, provided that the antennae are adequately positioned.
Antenna Pair 1 Antenna Pair 2 Antenna Pair 3
Antenna Antenna
Filter Filter
Phase Comparator
AD Converter
Antenna Antenna
Filter Filter
Phase Comparator
AD Converter
Antenna Antenna
Filter Filter
Phase Comparator
AD Converter
Microcontroller
Computer
Figure 3.1.: General schematic of the receiver.
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3.2. Emitter array
The emitter array will require three antennae, an oscillator at the chosen frequency, a mi-
crocontroller and some circuitry to activate and deactivate each antenna as needed, and an
adequate power source.
The antennae will emit a sinusoidal wave at the chosen frequency from each antenna in a
specific order with an appropriate delay between each antenna’s emission to avoid interference
and allow differentiation. This will be repeated as often as the specific application requires,
depending on how often the position of the object must be updated.
The duration of each signal must be such that there’s enough time for the receiver to complete
processing the signal, which includes stabilizing the phase comparator, the A/D conversion and
acquisition of data by the microcontroller. As long as the delay between each emitter antenna
is larger than the processing time, the microcrontroller will be able to perform the required
calculations before the next signal is emitted.
Microcontroller Oscillator
Control Circuit
Antenna Antenna Antenna
Figure 3.2.: General schematic of the emitter.
3.3. Calculating the position
As the distance between the receiver antennae is known, the difference in phase will allow us
to calculate the difference in distance between each receiver antenna from each pair and the
emitter antenna. This parameter can then be used to calculate the intersection point of the
equations generated from all three pairs, and thus find the position of the emitter, as will be
explained in more detail in the following chapter.
The specific positioning of the emitter antennae will not be important for the calculations of
the system itself, as each position will be calculated independently, but their position relative
to the tracked object will be necessary for its position to be properly defined.
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The proposed system uses Hyperbolic Navigation in three dimensions. Since the basis for two
and three dimensions is essentially the same, the basis of the system will be first described in
two dimensions and later extended to three.
4.1. The Hyperbola
An hyperbola can be described as the curve for which the absolute value of the difference of
the distances between any point in the curve and the two foci is a certain constant value 2a.
An hyperbola centered at a point (i,j) with foci at a distance c from that point and parallel
to the x axis, is said to have a long axis parallel to the x axis and a short axis perpendicular
to it, and can be described by the following equation:
(x− i)2
a2
− (y − j)
2
b2
= 1
Where:
b2 = c2 − a2
To create an hyperbola aligned with the y axis it’s only necessary to exchange the parameters
1/a2 and −1/b2 , which gives us the equation:
(y − j)2
a2
− (x− i)
2
b2
= 1
From these equations two special cases can be found:
a = 0
When the point is equidistant to both foci, the hyperbola is completely open, resulting in a
straight line passing through the middle point between the foci and perpendicular to the long
axis as both sides of the hyperbola are superposed.
|a| = c
When the point lies along the line of the long axis but outside of it, the hyperbola is completely
closed, resulting in two lines going from each foci to infinity or minus infinity parallel to the
long axis.
The following figure shows three example hyperbolae, including the two special cases: a2 =
c2/2 in green, |a| = c in yellow, and a = 0 in blue. The foci are also represented in black.
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Figure 4.1.: Example shapes of hyperbolae.
4.2. Hyperbolic Navigation
Hyperbolae are symmetrical and formed by two separate curves, thus the intersection between
two non-equivalent hyperbolae can have 0, 2 or 4 solutions. Because of this, a third hyperbola
is necessary to calculate a unique solution.
Three non-redundant pairs of foci can be used to create a system of three quadratic equations
in two variables representing hyperbolae with the parameters of each equation being calculated
from the position of one pair of foci, which will determine the value c and the displacement
from origin (i,j), and the difference of distances from a certain point, the emitting antenna, to
each foci, which is equal to 2a. Since the parameters are calculated from an existing point, we
can guarantee that at least one solution will exist.
Limiting the problem to hyperbolae aligned with the x or y axis to avoid increasing the
complexity of the equations and considering the special cases we can easily see that more than
one hyperbola centered on a certain axis will provide no new information about points on that
axis except if the point is located between the two foci of one hyperbola but not others. As
this can be done with two hyperbolae, more than two hyperbolae on the same axis will be
strictly redundant.
When calculating for distant points with some error, due to finite precision or errors intro-
duced by the physical system, there is an additional issue for points situated on the infinite
straight line passing though the center of two hyperbolae or more, as the line will be their
asymptote for those points. This will cause systems with insufficient precision to not give
an intersecting point but a line, and thus infinite solutions, or small errors to produce big
deviations from the exact solution.
While the problem of redundancy can be solved by careful positioning of the foci, it’s also
possible to simplify it and reduce the number of necessary hyperbolae by restricting the problem
to a certain area of space.
If the sign of each a parameter can be determined and the foci are adequately positioned,
it’s possible to divide two dimensional space into several zones depending on the sign of the
parameter for each hyperbola, which makes it possible to determine the solution with only
two hyperbolae. Certain combinations of focus position and sign can create ambiguous areas
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where the result cannot be guaranteed to be unique.
If the sign of each a parameter cannot be determined or there are ambiguous areas, the
system will need to be restricted to an unambiguous area. To ensure an area will have no
ambiguity we need to divide each hyperbola in four parts with limits along the lines of its axes.
Only the areas which include only one part of each hyperbola will have no ambiguity, and only
one of those can be used if the sign of each a parameter cannot be determined.
This unambiguous area can also be seen as an area in which, for each hyperbola, a given
value of x corresponds to at most single value of y and viceversa.
The following figure shows an example of the hyperbolae generated for the point (2,1) with
foci at the points (-2,0),(0,0), and (2,0) where the four intersection points can be seen, with
the correct point in green. It can be seen that by limiting the space to y ≥ 0 and knowing the
signs of the a parameter the right intersection point could be determined. This could also be
achieved by further limiting space to x ≥ 1, in which case a single solution would be guaranteed
for any point in that area.
Figure 4.2.: Example of intersecting hyperbolae.
4.3. Extension to three dimensions
Extending the system to three dimensions will require the use of circular hyperboloids, also
called hyperboloids of revolution since they are the shape created by rotating an hyperbola
along one of its axes. The result is an hyperboloid of one sheet if the rotation is around the
short axis or an hyperboloid of two sheets if it’s along the long axis.
In our case we will need to form a circular hyperboloid of two sheets, as it retains the quality
of the hyperbola of the difference in distance from any point of the hyperboloid to each foci
being 2a. The parameter c is also calculated as in the hyperbola as the distance from the
center to one foci or half the distance between foci.
The equation of a circular hyperboloid aligned with the z axis takes the form:
(x− i)2
b2
+
(y − j)2
b2
− (z − k)
2
a2
= −1
Where:
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b2 = c2 − a2
As in the two dimensional case, aligning the hyperboloid with another axis is only a matter
of exchanging parameters, in this case −1/a2 and 1/b2 .
The same two special cases appear in three dimensions:
a = 0
When the point is equidistant to both foci the hyperboloid is completely open, which results
in a plane perpendicular to the long axis.
|a| = c
When the point lies along the line of the long axis but outside of it the hyperboloid is completely
closed, resulting in two lines going from each foci to infinity or minus infinity parallel to the
long axis.
The following figure shows three example hyperboloids, including the two special cases:
a2 = c2/2 in green, |a| = c in yellow, and a = 0 in blue. The foci are also represented in cyan.
Figure 4.3.: Example shapes of hyperboloids.
A circular hyperboloid can be created in a nearly identical way to an hypebola. If we multiply
the equation of an hyperbola by a factor of -1 we can obtain a form which can be directly
converted into a circular hyperboloid by just adding the missing term:
(x− i)2
a2
− (y − j)
2
b2
= 1
becomes:
−(x− i)2
a2
+
(y − j)2
b2
= −1
if we add the missing z term:
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−(x− i)2
a2
+
(y − j)2
b2
+
(z − k)2
b2
= −1
Which gives us a circular hyperboloid aligned with the x axis. As an hyperbola taken from
two dimensional space would have a k = 0 displacement in the z axis, we can see it still
represents the original hyperbola if z=0.
Similarly to the two dimensional case, we can form a system of four quadratic equations in
three variables with parameters obtained from our choice of foci and the difference of distance
from a given point to the foci. Similar considerations need to be taken to ensure the hyper-
boloids generated are not redundant, with particular attention to the a = 0 special case, as
it’s now a plane instead of a line.
As before, we can, with careful positioning of the foci, and using the sign of the a parameters
or artificial restriction alone, divide space, select an appropriate area of operation from those
divisions, and thus determine the solution with one less hyperboloid than necessary otherwise.
In this case, the unambiguous areas will be those in which, for any given pair of values of
any two axes of a given hyperboloid, at most a single value of the third will exist.
In the following figure we can see the hyperboloids generated for the point (1,1,1) with foci
at the points (-1,-2,0), (-1,0,0), (1,0,0), and (1,-2,0) showing the four intersection points, with
the desired intersection in yellow.
Figure 4.4.: Example of intersecting hyperboloids.
As there is no z axis aligned hyperboloid, the space has to be restricted for z, in this case to
z ≥ 0. While there are still ambiguous areas, the solution for this point could be determined
by the sign of the a parameter of the green or blue hyperboloids, although that cannot be
guaranteed for every point. To ensure no ambiguity would be present this system could be
restricted to x ≥ 1, y ≥ 0, z ≥ 0.
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5. Proposed receiver system
While using a completely general solution has proved impractical as the result is excessively
complex, relatively simple solutions for specific placements of foci can be found.
The proposed solution uses four antennae forming a square, with pairs formed by the top
and sides. As this structure causes the the c parameter to be the same for all pairs of foci, the
positions of the foci can be written as (-c,-2c,0), (-c,0,0), (c,0,0), and (c,-2c,0), which gives us
the center points of the three hyperbolae: (-c,-c,0), (0,0,0), and (c,-c,0). This structure causes
space to be divided into 24 unambiguous areas.
The following figure shows a top view of the positioning of the foci with lines joining each
pair in red and the borders for each unambiguous area in blue, with dashes for borders which
can’t be included in the adjoining areas. Twelve areas are shown, with the missing division to
get the total of 24 being the z = 0 plane.
Figure 5.1.: Top view of the proposed solution and unambiguous areas.
As can be seen, the least limited and thus biggest unambiguous areas are those where
|x| ≥ c and y ≥ 0 or y < −c. As the area divisions for those are not situated at the axes of the
15
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hyperboloids, the a parameters will not be useful to determine the current area of operation.
Thus it will be necessary to select an area of operation, prefferably among the largest four.
Since determining the sign of the a parameter can be problematic, as phase comparators
might only provide the absolute value, this was deemed a good choice in exchange for simpler
calculations.
It should be noted that this system cannot find a solution for points on the x = 0 or y = −c
planes as they cause one of the hyperboloids to become redundant, and thus the intersection
becomes a curve instead of a point.
5.1. Intersections of the system
Naming the hyperboloids H−1, H0, H+1 depending on the sign of the x coordinate of their
center point, and using the same subindex for their a parameter, we can write the following
system of equations: 
H−1 :
(x+c)2
b2−1
− (y+c)2
a2−1
+ z
2
b2−1
= −1
H0 : −x2a20 −
y2
b20
+ z
2
b20
= −1
H+1 :
(x−i)2
b2+1
− (y−j)2
a2+1
+ z
2
b2+1
= −1
We can replace b2 with its actual value, c2 − a2:
H−1 :
(x+c)2
c2−a2−1
− (y+c)2
a2−1
+ z
2
c2−a2−1
= −1
H0 : −x2a20 +
y2
c2−a20
+ z
2
c2−a20
= −1
H+1 :
(x−i)2
c2−a2+1
− (y−j)2
a2+1
+ z
2
c2−a2+1
= −1
If we solve the system, we get four solutions for x and y :x = −
a0(a2+1−a+1a0−a2−1−a−1a0)
(a+1−a−1)c
y = −a
2
+1a−1−a+1a2−1−2a+1a0a−1+a+1c2−a−1c2
(a+1−a−1)cx =
a0(a2+1+a+1a0−a2−1−a−1a0)
(a+1+a−1)c
y =
a2+1a−1+a+1a
2
−1+2a+1a0a−1−a+1c2−a−1c2
(a+1+a−1)cx = −
a0(a2+1−a+1a0−a2−1+a−1a0)
(a+1+a−1)c
y =
a2+1a−1+a+1a
2
−1−2a+1a0a−1−a+1c2−a−1c2
(a+1+a−1)cx =
a0(a2+1+a+1a0−a2−1+a−1a0)
(a+1−a−1)c
y = −a
2
+1a−1−a+1a2−1+2a+1a0a−1+a+1c2−a−1c2
(a+1−a−1)c
Alternatively, the possible values of y can be calculated from each value of x and the following
simpler equations:
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y1 =
a0a
2−1 − a20a−1 − xca−1 − a0c2
a0c
y2 =
a0a
2−1 + a20a−1 + xca−1 − a0c2
a0c
If we restrict the system to a single unambiguous area, either artificially or by the values of
the a parameter, we can choose a valid solution and find z using the following equation, with
a sign appropriate to our chosen area restriction.:
z =
√
a4o − a20c2 − a20x2 − a20y2 + c2x2
a0
The a parameters will need to be calculated for each point by using the following formula:
a =
c
2
PhaseDifference
MaximumPhaseDifference
Which shows all magnitudes in the system derive their units from c. Examining the degrees
of each solution we can see the degree of c in the numerator is always one higher than in the
denominator and c appears in the same degree in every term of each. Thus all solutions could
be written as:
Coordinate = (Fraction)c
This allows us to omit c from all calculations and only multiply the final result by c, or to
skip it outright and leave the result relative to c.
5.2. Alternatives
Compared to other researched configurations, this system was found to have the simplest
solution for x and the smallest size while also only using four antenna. While theoretically it is
possible to design a smaller system, it would involve rotating the axis of the foci quantities not
multiples of pi/2, with the consequent increase of mathematical complexity. This would also
increase the physical complexity of the system, especially in any alternatives with foci outside
of the z = 0 plane.
While the proposed solution was deemed more appropriate for the objectives of this project,
another researched alternative showed interesting characteristics. A system where the three
pairs of foci are centered on the same point, with the same c parameter, but each aligned with
a different axis can provide nearly complete coverage of space provided the signs a parameters
can be determined. This system would only be unable to find a solution for points exactly on
one of the three planes x = 0, y = 0, and z = 0.
This alternative gives us the following system of equations:
Hx : −x2a2x +
y2
c2−a2x +
z2
c2−a2x = −1
Hy :
x2
c2−a2y −
y2
a2y
+ z
2
c2−a2y = −1
Hz :
x2
c2−a2z +
y2
c2−a2z −
z2
a2z
= −1
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Which if solved gives us eight solutions, one for each area of space, depending on the signs
of the square roots: 
x = axc
√
a4y+a
4
z−c4−a2xa2y−a2xa2z+a2xc2
a2x+a
2
y+a
2
z−c2
y =
ay
c
√
a4x+a
4
z−c4−a2ya2x−a2ya2z+a2yc2
a2x+a
2
y+a
2
z−c2
z = azc
√
a4x+a
4
y−c4−a2za2x−a2za2y+a2zc2
a2x+a
2
y+a
2
z−c2
As in the proposed solution, it’s possible to calculate only one coordinate and use a simpler
solution for the rest. If we solve the system for y and z, we get the following solutions:
y =
ay
cax
√
a4x − a2xa2y + c2x2
z =
√
a2xa
4
y−a4xa2y+a4xc2+c4x2−a2xc2x2−a2yc2x2
cax
Where again we can opt to only calculate one. In this case y is much simpler, so we solve
for z getting:
z =
az
a2z − c2
√
(a2z − c2)(a2z − c2 − x2 − y2)
While noticeably more complex to calculate, especially since it involves three square roots
compared to a single one in the proposed solution, perhaps the biggest drawback of this
configuration compared to the proposed solution is the fact that the foci are not on a single
plane. This would make the manufacture of the system considerably harder, as it would be
impossible to use a single printed circuit board for it.
Combined with the fact that the sign of the a parameter necessary to take advantage of this
system might be hard to determine, this alternative was deemed inferior to the one proposed.
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To test the proposed system several simulations have been programmed aimed at testing the
precision of the calculations and suitability for the system in different environments, omitting
physical error:
1) Python
2) C
a) Using long double values
b) Using double values
c) Using float values
d) Using float values in AVR C
The code of these programs can be found in appendix 1.
The possible size and frequency of the system will be examined in the simulations with the
assumption that an error of under 1% of the distance is desired as an example. As the accuracy
requirements would be part of each specific application, a general rule cannot be given.
For the purpose of determining a suitable frequency the phase comparator will be assumed
to work on half a wavelength, thus making c a quarter of the wavelength. As the system is
assumed to be working in standard conditions, the speed of the waves for the calculation of
frequencies from the wavelength will be taken as 299 702 547.24 m/s.
6.1. Python
A program written in Python was used as a first test of the system and as a prototype for
the following C programs. This test helped determine which area of space corresponds to each
solution and to choose an adequate area for further tests.
The solutions and the areas they are valid for are as follows:x = −
a0(a2+1−a+1a0−a2−1−a−1a0)
(a+1−a−1)c
y = −a
2
+1a−1−a+1a2−1−2a+1a0a−1+a+1c2−a−1c2
(a+1−a−1)c
• x > 0, y > 0, |z| > 0
• x > 0, 0 > y > −c, |z| > 0
• x < 0, −c > y, |z| > 0
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x =
a0(a2+1+a+1a0−a2−1−a−1a0)
(a+1+a−1)c
y =
a2+1a−1+a+1a
2
−1+2a+1a0a−1−a+1c2−a−1c2
(a+1+a−1)cx = −
a0(a2+1−a+1a0−a2−1+a−1a0)
(a+1+a−1)c
y =
a2+1a−1+a+1a
2
−1−2a+1a0a−1−a+1c2−a−1c2
(a+1+a−1)cx =
a0(a2+1+a+1a0−a2−1+a−1a0)
(a+1−a−1)c
y = −a
2
+1a−1−a+1a2−1+2a+1a0a−1+a+1c2−a−1∗c2
(a+1−a−1)c
• x < 0, y > 0, |z| > 0
• x < 0, 0 > y > −c, |z| > 0
• x > 0, −c > y, |z| > 0
The second and third sets of equations do not correspond to any real areas. It should also
be noted that certain areas are more strict than expected in theory as their borders have been
found to produce erroneus results, possibly due to innacuracies in floating point math, while
others have been combined as they form a continuous area and solutions for them can be
calculated from the same set of equations.
While in depth analysis of the precision of the system will be done in the following programs,
a first test has shown error to increase quickly with distance, with error under 3.00∗10−12% at
distances up to 173.20 c and allowing for acceptable precision up to distances of the order of
17 million c with an error of approximately 3.3% at that distance, increasing to around 75% at
170 million c and the algorithm being completely unable to provide a solution at 1700 million
c.
The area chosen for the simulations is x > 0, y > 0, z > 0, which corresponds to the first
set of equations: x = −
a0(a2+1−a+1a0−a2−1−a−1a0)
(a+1−a−1)c
y = −a
2
+1a−1−a+1a2−1−2a+1a0a−1+a+1c2−a−1c2
(a+1−a−1)c
The y equation will be replaced by the second simpler form, which gives the correct result
for this area of space:
y =
a0a
2−1 + a20a−1 + xca−1 − a0c2
a0c
Finally we will calculate the positive solution of z using the following equation and taking
the positive result:
z =
√
a4o − a20c2 − a20x2 − a20y2 + c2x2
a0
Implementing the optimization of removing c and leaving the results in terms of c gives us
the final formulas from which the results will be calculated as:
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
x = −a0(a
2
+1−a+1a0−a2−1−a−1a0)
a+1−a−1
y =
a0a2−1+a
2
0a−1+xa−1−a0
a0
z =
√
a4o−a20−a20x2−a20y2+x2
a0
6.2. C
Four programs written in C have been used to test the system using different precision float
values for the calculations. In the last case, C for the AVR family of microcontrollers, a less
precise math library is also used, which will affect the square roots necessary for the system.
In all cases the tests have been performed by calculating points in thirteen directions from
an origin point situated at (c,c,c). These directions are given by the following vectors: (1,0,0),
(1,0.5,0.5), (1,1,0), (1,1,0.5), (0,1,0), (0.5,1,0.5), (0,1,1), (0.5,1,1), (0,0,1), (0.5,0.5,1), (1,0,1),
(1,0.5,1), (1,1,1). Points have been calculated at distances from 1 to 10000 c from the origin
point.
For each of these points the absolute error has been calculated and graphed.
6.2.1. Using long double values
The test using long double values produced the following graph:
Figure 6.1.: Result of the simulation using long double values.
As can be appreciated, the error increases quickly with distance, growing seventeen orders of
magnitude in the worst case and nine in the best while only increasing the distance by a factor
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of 104. Despite the quick growth the initial error was small enough that even at a distance of
10000 c the worst error is under 0.5517 c.
It can also be seen the points along the (0,0,1) direction have the quickest increase, likely
due to the lack of a z axis aligned foci pair. A group formed by the (1,0,0), (1,0,1), (0,1,0)
and (0,1,1) directions also shows a greater increase in error than the rest, which suggests error
increases more rapidly in the directions of the axes, especially z.
This would leave the best area of operation between the (0.5,0.5,1) direction and the z = 0
plane, possibly close to the (1,1,0.5) or (1,1,1) directions.
With the initial assumption that the system should work inside a room, assuming height
is the smallest dimension and that it’s 3.00 m tall we can calculate the minimum size of the
system such that it’s limited to 10000 c in z as c = 3/10000 = 3.0x10−4 or 300.00 µm. This
means the smallest suitable wavelength would be 1.20 mm, equivalent to a maximum frequency
of almost 250.00 GHz.
A system of this size would be impractical, both in the required precision of the components
and the ability to find components suitable for such frequencies, but being the minimum size
it does not suppose a limitation. Furthermore, actually using the minimum size could lead to
results outside the simulated area if the other sides of the given room are larger than 3.00 m
and as such it should be enlarged accordingly.
6.2.2. Using double values
When using double values, the following graph was obtained:
Figure 6.2.: Result of the simulation using double values.
While generally following the same trends, the error is roughly four orders of magnitude
greater. In the worst case, which as before is the (0,0,1) diection, the error reaches 1246.03 c
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at 9000 c. Even before that point, the (0,0,1) direction suffers from a poor accuracy starting
at 3000 c even compared to the other values at 10000 c, with an error of 4.20 c. Otherwise the
error remains small, with the second worst error at 10000 c being only under 0.2556 c.
The data also shows the (1,1,0) direction to maintain the smallest error at such distances,
being four orders of magnitude under any other. This would indicate the best area of operation
is following that direction, though the z = 0 plane imposes a lower limit to it.
Working with the same assumptions as before but restricting our operation area to 2000 c
to avoid issues in the (0,0,1) direction we calculate c = 3/2000 = 1.5x10−3 or 1.50 mm, making
the minimum wavelength 6.00 mm and the maximum frequency slightly under 200.00 GHz.
As before, a system of this size seems unlikely to be feasible, but there is a wide margin to
construct a system of suitable precision without it becoming impractically big for indoor use.
Note that in this case the other sides of the room could be up to 15.00 m before going outside
the simulation results.
6.2.3. Using float values
The test using float values has required changing part of the program as the lack of precision
has caused the algorithm to fail starting at 300 c, with very large errors even before then, the
most extreme being over 35.49 c at only 90 c from the origin point, again along the (0,0,1)
direction.
As such the program using float values has been changed to only calculate points up to a
distance of 100 c, producing the following graph:
Figure 6.3.: Result of the simulation using float values.
The general trends for each direction continue as before, but the more closely stacked values
show a great variation in error between close points, up to nearly two orders of magnitude
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from 79 c to 81 c.
This might suggest a more intelligent algorithm which takes the properties of floating point
values into account could severely lower the error at the cost of considerably more complex
computations involving ordering of the terms.
As can be observed the error is approximately eight orders of magnitude higher at distance
1 c than when using double values, making a system using these lower precision values only
suitable for the shortest ranges.
As such, and working with the same assumptions, we are now forced to restrict the system
to a very short range of around 30 c at most if we want to use the (0,0,1) direction. In this
case we calculate c = 3/30 = 0.1 or 100.00 mm for a minimum wavelength of 400.00 mm and
maximum frequency of under 750.00 MHz.
While this is considerably bigger than before, it’s still feasible for indoor use, but we do not
have as much margin to increase system size if physical errors require it. In this case the very
minimum system size would be a square with sides of 200.00 mm.
If we were to reduce the area of operation such that we stay away from the (0,0,1) direction,
it would be possible to use a range of 100 c, giving us c = 3/100 = 3x10−2 or 30.00 mm, or a
square side size of 60.00 mm, a lot smaller than before, though this does limit the system to a
3.00 m sided room.
6.2.4. Using float values in AVR C
The AVR C simulation has been done using an Arduino platform with the ATmega328 mi-
crocontroller. The results have been sent over the serial port and captured with a Python
script.
As AVR C also uses float values with the only difference of optimizations for AVR micro-
controllers, the calculations have again been restricted to a distance of 100 c, obtaining the
following graph:
The optimizations for the AVR had no noticeable effect on the system and produced a nearly
identical graph, thus a system using an AVR microcontroller would face the same issues as one
using standard floating point math.
As such, if the precision of float calculations is sufficient for the application, using an AVR
microcontroller would be a practical option for the system.
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Figure 6.4.: Result of the simulation using float values and AVR C math.
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7. Conclusions
The basis for the system has been shown to fulfill the proposed objectives theoretically and in
simulation, allowing for very accurate measurements up to significant ranges given the use of
precise values while also allowing the use of less precise values if the specific application only
requires shorter ranges.
The system scales with the parameter c, which depends on the distance between the foci
and thus the size of the system and the frequency used. This allows for the system to scale to
higher precision at the cost of a larger size.
While increasing c will move the working range of a given application down to areas with
smaller error, it should be noted that the error is also proportional to c, and thus will not be
reduced as much as might be expected.
The size of the system and frequencies of operation have been examined based on the simula-
tion data, showing the system is suitable for indoor use provided the calculations use sufficient
precision, but showing calculations using lower precision math, such as in small microcon-
trollers, to only be suitable for very short ranges or low accuracy requirements.
Work still remains to be done before a physical prototype of the system can be created,
leaving room for future research:
• Suitable antennae should be selected or designed for both emitter and receiver.
• A narrow filter for the chosen frequency must be designed.
• A printed circuit board with the required receiver antennae layout must be designed,
ensuring it does not introduce different delays to the signals of each pair of antennae.
• Another printed circuit board for the emitter will also be needed with circuitry for the
timing of the required signals.
• Microcontrollers for both emitter and receiver should be selected and programmed.
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Document Apendices
1. Simulation programs
The following programs were used to test the system. The standard C program has only been
included in the float version as all versions are nearly identical save for variable types. The
different parts of the AVR C program and the python script used to receive the data through
the serial port have also been included.
1.1. Python
position.py
from math import sqrt
class Position(object):
"""
This class serves as a simulation of the proposed system
by calculating the paramaters for a given emitter point
then using the solutions of the system to recalculate
the point.
The given point uses coordinates as multiples of *c*, or
half the distance between foci. For example, the point
(1,-2,3) would represent the real point (c,-2c,3c). The
*cval* parameter, which defaults to 1, allows for the
scaling of *c*.
To simulate the system for a point *P*, use either
solveFloat(*P*,*n*) or solveInt(*P*,*n*) to calculate and print
the intersection points with float or integer math, with *n*
being the value of *c*. The value *c* will determine the
resolution of the system if using the integer calculations.
The results for y and z are sorted by columns, with each
z value being calculated from the x value of each set and
the y value on the same column. The first column uses
the general formula for y while the second and third use
the formulas with x as a parameter.
"""
def __init__(self,cval=1,alist=[0.5,0.5,0.5]):
"""
Initializes the class with the position of the
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foci and the given list of *a* parameters *alist*
and value of the *c* parameter *cval*.
"""
self.flist = [((-1,-2,0),(-1,0,0)), ((-1,0,0),(1,0,0)), ((1,0,0),(1,-2,0))]
self.alist = alist
self.cval = cval
def __str__(self):
"""
Returns a string representing the system.
"""
return str(self.flist)+"\nalist = "+str(self.alist)+"\ncval = "+str(self.cval)
def printParam(self):
"""
Prints the current parameters.
"""
print str(self)
def printSol(self,xl,yl,zl):
"""
Prints the given solution or solutions.
"""
print "\nx = "+str(xl)
print "y = "+str(yl)
print "z = "+str(zl)
def calcNorm(self,V):
"""
Returns the length of a vector *V*.
"""
return sqrt(sum([c**2 for c in V]))
def calcAfromPoint(self,P):
"""
Calculates the *a* parameter for each pair of foci
from a given point *P*.
"""
cval = float(self.cval)
for i,f in enumerate(self.flist):
a = []
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b = []
for j in range(3):
a.append(P[j] - f[0][j])
b.append(P[j] - f[1][j])
self.alist[i] = abs(cval*(self.calcNorm(a) - self.calcNorm(b))/2.0)
def makeInt(self):
"""
Converts the *a* parameters to integers.
"""
tmp = []
for a in self.alist:
tmp.append(int(a))
self.alist = tmp
def calcY(self,x):
"""
Calculates the values of *y* for a given *x* using
the two simpler equations and returns them.
"""
a1 = self.alist[0]
a2 = self.alist[1]
a3 = self.alist[2]
c = self.cval
ya = (a2*a1**2 - a2**2*a1 - x*c*a1 - c**2*a2)/(a2*c)
yb = (a2*a1**2 + a2**2*a1 + x*c*a1 - c**2*a2)/(a2*c)
return (ya,yb)
def calcZ(self,x,y):
"""
Calculates the positive value of *z* for the given
*x* and *y* values and returns it.
"""
a1 = self.alist[0]
a2 = self.alist[1]
a3 = self.alist[2]
c = self.cval
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try:
z = sqrt(a2**4 - a2**2*c**2 - a2**2*x**2 - a2**2*y**2 + c**2*x**2)/a2
if isinstance(a1,float):
return z
else:
return int(z)
except ValueError:
return "Complex solution"
def calcIntersect(self):
"""
Calculates the intersection points of the system
and prints all solutions found.
"""
a1 = self.alist[0]
a2 = self.alist[1]
a3 = self.alist[2]
c = self.cval
if a1==a3 or a2==0:
print "A solution cannot be found"
return
x1 = -a2*(a3**2 - a3*a2 - a1**2 - a1*a2)/((a3 - a1)*c)
y1 = -(a3**2*a1 - a3*a1**2 - 2*a3*a1*a2 + a3*c**2 - a1*c**2)/((a3 - a1)*c)
ya1,yb1 = self.calcY(x1)
z1 = self.calcZ(x1,y1)
za1 = self.calcZ(x1,ya1)
zb1 = self.calcZ(x1,yb1)
self.printSol(x1, [y1,ya1,yb1], [z1,za1,zb1])
x2 = a2*(a3**2 + a3*a2 - a1**2 - a1*a2)/((a3 + a1)*c)
y2 = (a3**2*a1 + a3*a1**2 + 2*a3*a1*a2 - a3*c**2 - a1*c**2)/((a3 + a1)*c)
ya2,yb2 = self.calcY(x2)
z2 = self.calcZ(x2,y2)
za2 = self.calcZ(x2,ya2)
zb2 = self.calcZ(x2,yb2)
self.printSol(x2, [y2,ya2,yb2], [z2,za2,zb2])
x3 = -a2*(a3**2 - a3*a2 - a1**2 + a1*a2)/((a3 + a1)*c)
y3 = (a3**2*a1 + a3*a1**2 - 2*a3*a1*a2 - a3*c**2 - a1*c**2)/((a3 + a1)*c)
ya3,yb3 = self.calcY(x3)
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z3 = self.calcZ(x3,y3)
za3 = self.calcZ(x3,ya3)
zb3 = self.calcZ(x3,yb3)
self.printSol(x3, [y3,ya3,yb3], [z3,za3,zb3])
x4 = a2*(a3**2 + a3*a2 - a1**2 + a1*a2)/((a3 - a1)*c)
y4 = -(a3**2*a1 - a3*a1**2 + 2*a3*a1*a2 + a3*c**2 - a1*c**2)/((a3 - a1)*c)
ya4,yb4 = self.calcY(x4)
z4 = self.calcZ(x4,y4)
za4 = self.calcZ(x4,ya4)
zb4 = self.calcZ(x4,yb4)
self.printSol(x4, [y4,ya4,yb4], [z4,za4,zb4])
def solveInt(self,P,n=1):
"""
Calculates the intersection points of the system
using integer math and prints all solutions found.
"""
self.cval = n
self.calcAfromPoint(P)
self.makeInt()
self.calcIntersect()
def solveFloat(self,P,n=1):
"""
Calculates the intersection points of the system
using float math and prints all solutions found.
"""
self.cval = n
self.calcAfromPoint(P)
self.calcIntersect()
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1.2. C
testf.c
#include<stdint.h>
#include<stdio.h>
#include"genpoints.h"
#include"position.h"
int main(void) {
/* Foci pairs */
float fp[3][2][3] = {{{-1.0,-2.0,0.0}, {-1.0,0.0,0.0}}, {{-1.0,0.0,0.0},{1.0,0.0,0.0}}, {{1.0,0.0,0.0},{1.0,-2.0,0.0}}};
/* Origin point */
float origin[3] = {1.0,1.0,1.0};
/* Direction vectors */
float dirvects[13][3] = {{1.0,0.0,0.0}, {1.0,0.5,0.5}, {1.0,1.0,0.0}, {1.0,1.0,0.5}, {0.0,1.0,0.0}, {0.5,1.0,0.5}, {0.0,1.0,1.0}, {0.5,1.0,1.0}, {0.0,0.0,1.0}, {0.5,0.5,1.0}, {1.0,0.0,1.0}, {1.0,0.5,1.0}, {1.0,1.0,1.0}};
/* a parameters, original point, calculated point */
float a[3],op[3],cp[3];
/* Print direction for each column */
printf("Direction:,");
for(uint8_t j=0; j<13; j++) {
printf("\"(%.18g,%.18g,%.18g)\",", dirvects[j][0], dirvects[j][1], dirvects[j][2]);
}
printf("\n");
/* Transform directions to unit vectors */
for(uint8_t i=0; i<13; i++)
calcUnitVect(dirvects[i]);
/* Calculate errors at 100 distances in range 1..100
Prints distance and errors for each direction as csv */
for(uint16_t i=1; i<=100; i++) {
printf("%d,", i);
for(uint8_t j=0; j<13; j++) {
getPoint((float)i, dirvects[j], origin, op);
calcA(op, a, fp);
calcPoint(cp, a);
printf("%.18g,", calcErr(op, cp));
}
printf("\n");
}
/* Test */
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/*
for(uint8_t j=0; j<13; j++) {
printf("D(%.18g,%.18g,%.18g) ", dirvects[j][0], dirvects[j][1], dirvects[j][2]);
getPoint((float)10.0, dirvects[j], origin, op);
printf("OP(%.18g,%.18g,%.18g) ", op[0],op[1],op[2]);
calcA(op, a, fp);
printf("A(%.18g,%.18g,%.18g) ", a[0],a[1],a[2]);
calcPoint(cp, a);
printf("CP(%.18g,%.18g,%.18g) ", cp[0],cp[1],cp[2]);
printf("Error(%.18g)\n", calcErr(op, cp));
}
*/
return 0;
}
genpoints.h
#ifndef GENPOINTS_H
#define GENPOINTS_H
/* Calculates the norm of the vector v */
float calcNorm(float v[3]);
/* Calculates the distance between two points */
float calcDist(float p1[3], float p2[3]);
/* Given a table containing a vector, replace it with the
corresponding unit vector */
void calcUnitVect(float v[3]);
/* Calculate the coordinates of a point p given an origin o
a direction as a unit vector dir and a distance d */
void getPoint(float d, float dir[3], float o[3], float p[3]);
#endif
genpoints.c
#include<math.h>
float calcNorm(float v[3]) {
return sqrtf(v[0]*v[0] + v[1]*v[1] + v[2]*v[2]);
}
float calcDist(float p1[3], float p2[3]) {
float dv[3] = {p1[0]-p2[0], p1[1]-p2[1], p1[2]-p2[2]};
return calcNorm(dv);
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}
void calcUnitVect(float v[3]) {
float norm = calcNorm(v);
v[0] /= norm;
v[1] /= norm;
v[2] /= norm;
}
void getPoint(float d, float dir[3], float o[3], float p[3]) {
p[0] = dir[0]*d + o[0];
p[1] = dir[1]*d + o[1];
p[2] = dir[2]*d + o[2];
}
position.h
#ifndef POSITION_H
#define POSITION_H
/* Calculates the a parameters for the point p given the three focus pairs fp */
void calcA(float p[3], float a[3], float fp[3][2][3]);
/* Calculates the error between the calculated and original point */
float calcErr(float op[3], float cp[3]);
/* Calculates a point from the three a parameters */
void calcPoint(float p[3], float a[3]);
#endif
position.c
#include<stdint.h>
#include<math.h>
#include"genpoints.h"
void calcA(float p[3], float a[3], float fp[3][2][3]) {
float v1[3],v2[3];
for(uint8_t i = 0; i<3; i++) {
for(uint8_t j = 0; j<3; j++) {
v1[j] = p[j]-fp[i][0][j]; /* i foci pair, first focus, j coordinate */
v2[j] = p[j]-fp[i][1][j]; /* i foci pair, second focus, j coordinate */
}
a[i] = fabsf(calcNorm(v1)-calcNorm(v2))/2.0;
}
}
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float calcErr(float op[3], float cp[3]) {
return calcDist(op,cp);
}
uint8_t calcPoint(float p[3], float a[3]) {
float a1=a[0],a2=a[1],a3=a[2];
if(a1==a3 || a2==0.0)
return 1;
p[0] = -a2*(a3*a3 - a3*a2 - a1*a1 - a1*a2)/(a3-a1);
p[1] = (a2*a1*a1 + a2*a2*a1 + p[0]*a1 - a2)/a2;
p[2] = sqrtf(a2*a2*a2*a2 - a2*a2 - a2*a2*p[0]*p[0] - a2*a2*p[1]*p[1] + p[0]*p[0])/a2;
return 0;
}
1.3. AVR C
testavr.c
#include<stdint.h>
#include"genpoints.h"
#include"position.h"
#include"serial.h"
int main(void) {
/* Foci pairs */
float fp[3][2][3] = {{{-1.0,-2.0,0.0}, {-1.0,0.0,0.0}}, {{-1.0,0.0,0.0},{1.0,0.0,0.0}}, {{1.0,0.0,0.0},{1.0,-2.0,0.0}}};
/* Origin point */
float origin[3] = {1.0,1.0,1.0};
/* Direction vectors */
float dirvects[13][3] = {{1.0,0.0,0.0}, {1.0,0.5,0.5}, {1.0,1.0,0.0}, {1.0,1.0,0.5}, {0.0,1.0,0.0}, {0.5,1.0,0.5}, {0.0,1.0,1.0}, {0.5,1.0,1.0}, {0.0,0.0,1.0}, {0.5,0.5,1.0}, {1.0,0.0,1.0}, {1.0,0.5,1.0}, {1.0,1.0,1.0}};
/* a parameters, original point, calculated point, error */
float a[3],op[3],cp[3],err;
/* Pointer to float bytes */
uint8_t *byteptr;
/* Initialize serial */
serialInit();
/* Transform directions to unit vectors */
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for(uint8_t i=0; i<13; i++)
calcUnitVect(dirvects[i]);
/* Calculate errors at 100 distances in range 1..100
Prints distance and errors for each direction as csv */
for(uint16_t i=1; i<=100; i++) {
for(uint8_t j=0; j<13; j++) {
getPoint((float)i, dirvects[j], origin, op);
calcA(op, a, fp);
calcPoint(cp, a);
err = calcErr(op, cp);
byteptr = (uint8_t *) &err;
serialPut(*byteptr++);
serialPut(*byteptr++);
serialPut(*byteptr++);
serialPut(*byteptr++);
}
}
while(1);
return 0;
}
serial.h
#ifndef SERIAL_H
#define SERIAL_H
#include <stdbool.h>
/* Module initialization. Configures USART for
8 bit characters at 9600 bit/s with 1 stop
bit without parity and asynchronous mode. */
void serialInit(void);
/* Sends a byte through the serial port
waiting until it can be sent. */
void serialPut(uint8_t c);
#endif
serial.c
#include <avr/io.h>
#include "serial.h"
void serialInit(void)
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{
/* Configure speed */
UBRR0H = 0;
UBRR0L = 103;
/* Activate read/write */
UCSR0B = (1<<RXEN0)|(1<<TXEN0);
}
void serialPut(uint8_t c)
{
while (~UCSR0A & (1<<UDRE0)); /* Wait until byte can be sent */
UDR0 = c;
}
serialpos.py
from struct import unpack
import serial
# Open serial port, 9600 bit/s, 8 bit chars, no parity, 1 stop bit
ser = serial.Serial(’/dev/ttyACM0’, 9600, 8, ’N’, 1)
# Print column titles
print(’Direction:,"(1,0,0)","(1,0.5,0.5)","(1,1,0)","(1,1,0.5)","(0,1,0)","(0.5,1,0.5)","(0,1,1)","(0.5,1,1)","(0,0,1)","(0.5,0.5,1)","(1,0,1)","(1,0.5,1)","(1,1,1)",’)
# For 100 distances
for i in range(1,101):
s = str(i)+","
# For 13 directions
for j in range(13):
b = ser.read(4) # Read 4 bytes
f = unpack(’f’,b)[0] # Convert bytes to float and unpack tuple
s += str(f)+’,’
print(s) # Print distance and 13 errors as csv
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